A Second Chance at Life

An exciting, memorable, historical memoir
awaits everyone as author Brian Huynh
Travis releases, through Xlibris, A Second
Chance At Life. Readers will dip into the
authors life as this book takes them to his
amazing journey. A Second Chance at Life
is a remarkable historical memoir that
represents the life and adventures of the
author. In this inspiring account, the author
tells about his life-from childhood, to
beginning a new life in America, to
becoming successful. He relates his family,
struggles, adventures and misadventures,
his different careers, his various
experiences at war, public service, and so
much more. This is an absolute revelation
of how his life travels from one simple step
towards achieving a new, healthy, and
prosperous life.
Through A Second
Chance at Life, readers will find inspiration
and hope as they travel through life. For
more information on this book, log on to
www.Xlibris.com.
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